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sentix economic index: Euro-zone index collapses again – despite Draghi
•

Despite the new measures taken by the European Central Bank the sentix Economic Index for the euro zone
collapses by 12.5 to now -9.8 points in September.

•

Both components of the composite index, the assessment of the
current situation as well as investors’ 6-month expectations, now
have reached negative territory. This constellation signals a renewed recession for the euro zone.

•

Statistics
Poll running: 04.09.-06.09.2014
Survey participants: 906

For Germany, the US and Japan the composite indices fall, too.
(of which institutional investors: 217)
Glimmers of hope come out of the emerging-markets regions.
Nevertheless, the index for the global aggregate recedes. 6-month
expectations for the global economy even fall to their lowest since November 2012 – the starting point of the
Japanese “Abenomics”.

sentix indications for
upcoming market events
Please find in this section valuable
information on important upcoming
market events and the expectations
that can be derived from sentix data.
sentix – first mover advantage!

16.09.2014: ZEW economic expectations (Germany):
further decrease to around 4 points
23.09.2014: Flash PMIs (manufacturing): clear setback for the euro zone to
around 49 points, decrease also for the US, but improvement for China
24.09.2014: ifo business climate:
decrease by around 2 points, expectations should fall below 100 points
29.09.2014: Economic Sentiment (euro zone):
collapse by several points

Table of the September 2014 results for the euro-zone economy

Lowest since
July 2013

Lowest since
Aug. 2013
Lowest since
Nov. 2012
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Commentary on the survey results for September 2014
Euro-zone index collapses again – despite Draghi
Despite the new measures taken by the European Central Bank (ECB) last Thursday the composite index for the
euro zone collapses. It falls from +2.7 to now only -9.8 points. As both, the assessment of the current situation and
investors’ 6-month expectations, now have reached negative territory, the indicator signals a new recession for
the euro area! This is all the more noteworthy as during Mario Draghi’s presidency the ECB has managed on several occasions to turn round investors’ economic expectations. Now, this does not seem to work anymore. In this
context it is interesting to know that 6-month expectations of the global aggregate have fallen to their lowest level
since November 2012, the time when Japan started its “Abenomics” and managed to influence investors’ expectations positively. But obviously central banks have currently – against the backdrop of a number of geopolitical conflicts – lost their power to steer investors’ economic expectations.

Euro zone – Back in recession mode
For the second month in a row the composite index for the euro zone falls markedly. In September, the economic
barometer collapses by even 12.5 to now -9.8 points. This is its lowest level since July 2013. And as both, the assessment of the current situation and 6-month expectations, have dropped below zero, the indicator now even signals a renewed recession for the euro area.
Looking at the data, the collapse of the index relating to the assessment of the current situation springs to eye
first. Its decrease of 17.25 points is its strongest ever since the launch of the sentix Economic Index in the year 2003.
An enormous disillusion has thus taken place among investors against the background of the Ukrainian conflict and
resulting economic sanctions. In this new light the still uncomfortably high euro-zone unemployment and record-low
inflation obviously look much more like a threat than before.
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sentix Economic Index, euro zone: assessment of the current situation (blue), 6-month expectations (red)
Also worth of note is that 6-month expectations further contract over the month. This is surprising against the
backdrop of the visibly corrected assessment of the current situation and the new measures taken by the ECB just
last Thursday. In the past Mario Draghi had always managed to turn round investors’ expectations when needed (see
graph). But now the ECB obviously has lost its power to steer these expectations.
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When in times of heightened uncertainty (because of the Ukrainian conflict) monetary policy fails as an instrument
in order to stimulate the economy, there remains usually a determined fiscal policy as an adequate tool. But such a
policy currently barely seems to be possible as many government budgets are still not balanced and some important
reforms have still not been carried out. Consequently, investors do not see positive impacts on the economy coming
from that front any time soon. This, by the way, is also mirrored in some of our sentix data (e.g. in our topics indicator for the bond market relating to fiscal policy).

Germany – clear signals for a downturn
For Germany the composite index decreases in September, too. This is its second marked setback in a row and thus
a clear signal for a downturn in the Germany economy. But the indicator is not pointing to a recession so far as investors’ assessment of the current situation is still in positive territory. Nevertheless, the conflict in the Ukraine and
resulting sanctions will be a burden especially for the euro-zone’s heavy weight in the near future…

Lowest since
Nov. 2012

Lowest since
June 2013
Lowest since
Nov. 2012

Global Aggregate – emerging markets dampen the fall
The global aggregate is heavily influenced by the negative development of the euro-zone indicator. But for the US
and Japan investors are also less optimistic than in August. Glimmers of hope come from the emerging-markets regions, but the net outcome for the global aggregate is negative. The composite index falls for the second month in a
row and now stands at its lowest level since July 2013. 6-month expectations even decline to their lowest level
since November 2012, the time when the Japanese “Abenomics” were just started.

Lowest since
July 2013

Lowest since
Nov. 2012

Concerning the effects on financial markets, one has to state that the developments on equity markets currently
differ visibly from those of investors’ economic expectations. Consequently, it will be interesting to see for how
long equities – which at present are deemed to be without alternative – will manage to maintain their performance in an environment of ever weaker (and even recessionary) economic dynamics.
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More tables
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Data availability

About sentix
On a weekly basis, almost 4.000 registered investors (of which about 900 are institutionals) supply us with their market assessment. Out of this data,
sentix calculates sentiment indexes, which mirror the sentiment of equity markets (DAX, EuroSTOXX 50, Nikkei 225, S&P 500), bond markets (BundFuture, US-Treasury-Future) and currencies (EUR/USD, USD/YEN). These sentiment indexes are setting the standard, held in high regard by many renowned financial players and are used by investment professionals in their analyses and investment processes. A history of more than eleven years and
the simple access to data via reputable data providers as well as a website document the outstanding position of sentix as the leading independent
sentiment data base.

Background, methodology and more
See http://economics.sentix.de
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Disclaimer
Important information concerning liability, compliance, protection of investors and copyright
This information is meant only for distribution in countries in which this is permitted by law.
This analysis is for information purposes only and (i) does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe
for any financial, money market or investment instrument or any security, (ii) is neither intended as such an offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of an offer to
buy or subscribe for any financial, money market or investment instrument or any security nor (iii) as an advertisement thereof. The investment possibilities discussed in
this report may not be suitable for certain investors depending on their specific investment objectives and time horizon or in the context of their overall financial situation.
The investments discussed may fluctuate in price or value. Investors may get back less than they invested.
Changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value of investments. Furthermore, past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. In
particular, the risks associated with an investment in the financial, money market or investment instrument or security under discussion are not explained in their entirety.
We assume no liability for the information contained in this analysis. The analysis is no substitute for personal investment consultation. Even on the basis of the depicted
opportunities and risks, investors must individually assess – on the basis of their own personal investment strategies, the financial, legal and fiscal situation - whether an
investment in the financial instruments depicted here is sensible for them. As this document is in no way a direct investment recommendation, this document or parts of it
should not be used as the basis for any conclusion of contract or for any commitment to obligations of any kind. Investors are asked to contact the investment analysts of
their banks for individual investment advice and other individual explanations and advice.
Neither the sentix GmbH nor any of its managing directors, employees or other persons assume liability for losses or damages caused in connection with the use of this
document or its contents.
The sentiment analysis is made available via the internet to those sentix participants of which is assumed that they do not base their investment decisions inappropriately
on the basis of this analysis.
Statements or conclusions made through data or services do not include warrants or guarantees for future market- or price changes. The opinions and assessments
expressed therein can change without prior notice.
The sentix GmbH explicitly points out that both the sentix GmbH, its legal agents as well as their employees (in the following: the Involved) regularly conduct transactions
in equity and other financial instruments which the data and services refer to. They do this both in their own names and for their own accounts as well as in the name and
accounts of third parties. Should the Involved have been involved in an emission of instruments for the finance markets in the past 12 months, this is separately indicated
at the corresponding place.
All rights of use for this analysis, its data and services are property of the sentix GmbH and are copyrighted. The sentix GmbH reserves its right to inflict penalties for the
unauthorized usage of data and services, especially unauthorized commercial use. A reproduction or subsequent processing of website elements, analyses, data or
services in electronic, written or other form is prohibited without prior consent by the sentix GmbH. Analyses that are only available in the secure customer area may not
be quoted, neither in full, nor in part. An exception to this are analyses, data or services which have been posted by the sentix GmbH via the press mailing list or which
have been presented in other form for public propagation.
This analysis may not – either in full or in part, regardless of underlying intent – be forwarded, reproduced or published.
„sentix“ is a registered trademark of Manfred Hübner and Patrick Hussy.
DAX, TecDAX, Xetra und Eurex are registered trademarks of the Deutsche Börse AG. Dow Jones EURO STOXX 50 is a registered trademark of the STOXX Limited. Other
names of products and companies which may be mentioned on this site could also be protected or be registered trademarks of other companies.
ANALYST DECLARATION
Neither in the past, present or future is the remuneration of the author linked – either directly or indirectly – to his or her recommendations or views expressed in this
context.
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